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BLP Continues New Jersey Push with Linden Industrial Acquisition 

Existing Warehouses, Sizable Excess Yard Space and Port Proximity Defines Value 

 

NEW JERSEY, September 7, 2022 - Bridge Logistics Properties (“BLP”), a subsidiary 

of Bridge Investment Group Holdings Inc. (NYSE: BRDG) (“Bridge”), announced it 

has acquired 3301 and 3351 Tremley Point Road located in Linden, New Jersey.  

Directly adjacent to I-95, the Property consists of two warehouses totaling 170,000 

SF on 14.65 acres with a large excess land component.  It is in close proximity to 

Newark International Airport, Ports Newark & Elizabeth and New York City. The 

North building is a second generation Class A facility with 36’ clear heights and 

some cold storage space; the South building is a functional Class B warehouse with 

a large number of dock-high and grade-level doors.  

“We are excited to add this infill New Jersey asset to our growing portfolio of 

coastal gateway assets across the United States. This is truly a unique property due 

to the functionality of the existing warehouses and sheer amount of excess yard - 

3.2 acres - so close to the Port,” states Will Gilkeson, Investment Officer of the 

Northeast who is based in BLP’s East Rutherford, New Jersey office. 

Leo Josephs and Joshua Meisner of Leo Josephs & Company, Inc. (LJCI) sourced the 

transaction from a private owner on an off-market basis.   

“It was a pleasure to assist BLP in acquiring such a desirable property.  Its close 

proximity to the ports, excellent outside storage/trailer parking and tremendous 

rental upside makes it a rare opportunity in an infill-market such as Northern NJ,” 

said Leo Josephs, President of LJCI. “Our long-standing relationship with the 

Principals of BLP and tremendous cooperation between buyer & seller allowed this 

transaction to occur in a market that requires purchasers to move expeditiously.”  

BLP was established in June 2021 when Jay Cornforth, Chief Executive Officer, and 

Brian Gagne, Chief Investment Officer, left Brookfield to start the logistics division 

of Bridge Investment Group.  The BLP team now consists of 33 dedicated 

investment and business professionals across several disciplines with a regional 

geographic presence in four offices – Northeast, West, Southeast and Central 

United States.  Since the formation of BLP, Will Gilkeson and the Northeast team 



have already acquired 6 existing properties and 1 development site totaling 

565,519 SF, and have a robust pipeline of assets currently under agreement.  

### 

About BLP 

Bridge Logistics Properties (“BLP”) is a vertically integrated logistics real estate 
investment manager led by tenured, multi-disciplinary real estate veterans with 

experience navigating several economic environments over the past three decades. 
Its founding members and leadership team employ a disciplined investment 

strategy that is both cycle-tested and innovative. BLP is a value-focused investment 
manager that is highly collaborative with its institutional capital partners. 

Leveraging its deep local relationships and global vision, BLP uncovers and executes 
value transactions in targeted coastal and gateway markets in the U.S. and abroad. 

Across its four offices – in the Northeast, West, Southeast and Central United 
States – BLP has proven regional experience in acquisitions, opportunistic 

repositioning, and development of global logistics assets. Its steadfast focus on 
innovation and sustainable development promotes solutions that are both profitable 

and socially responsible. For more information, visit Bridge Logistics Properties. 
 

About Leo Josephs & Company, Inc. 

LEO JOSEPHS & COMPANY, INC. (LJCI), Real Estate Capital Investors & Advisors,  is 

a privately owned boutique real estate capital investment and advisory firm, 

specializing in the acquisition of commercial real estate.  LJCI has advised and/or 

invested in over 15 million square feet of industrial properties in the New 

Jersey/New York Metro Area 

 

About Bridge Investment Group 

Bridge is a leading, vertically integrated real estate investment manager, diversified 

across specialized asset classes, with approximately $38.8 billion of assets under 

management as of March 31, 2022. Bridge combines its nationwide operating 

platform with dedicated teams of investment professionals focused on select U.S. 

real estate verticals: residential rental, office, development, logistics properties, net 

lease and real estate-backed credit. 
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This press release has been prepared solely for informational purposes and is not to be 

construed as investment advice or an offer or a solicitation for the purchase or sale of any 

financial instrument, property, or investment. It is not intended to provide, and should not 

https://www.bridgeig.com/logistics-properties


be relied upon for, tax, legal, or accounting advice. The opinions, estimates, forecasts, and 

statements of financial market trends are subject to change without notice due to changes 

in the market or economic conditions. We believe the information provided here is reliable, 

but do not warrant its accuracy or completeness. The information contained herein reflects 

the views of the author(s) at the time the article was prepared and will not be updated or 

otherwise revised to reflect information that subsequently becomes available or 

circumstances existing or changes occurring after the date the press release was prepared. 

 

Forward-Looking Statements: 

This press release contains certain “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the 

Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995, which relate to future events or our future 

performance or financial condition. All statements other than statements of historical facts 

may be forward-looking statements. In some cases, you can identify forward-looking 

statements by terms such as “outlook,” “could,” “believes,” “expects,” “potential,” 

“opportunity,” “continues,” “may,” “will,” “should,” “over time,” “seeks,” “predicts,” 

“intends,” “plans,” “estimates,” “anticipates,” “foresees” or negative versions of those 

words, other comparable words or other statements that do not relate to historical or factual 

matters. Accordingly, we caution you that any such forward-looking statements are based 

on our beliefs, assumptions and expectations as of the date made of our future 

performance, taking into account all information available to us at that time. These 

statements are not guarantees of future performance, conditions or results and involve a 

number of risks and uncertainties that are difficult to predict and beyond our control. Actual 

results may differ materially from those express or implied in the forward-looking 

statements as a result of a number of factors, including but not limited to those risks 

described from time to time in our filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Any 

forward-looking statement speaks only as of the date on which it is made. Bridge 

Investment Group Holdings Inc. undertakes no duty to publicly update any forward-looking 

statements, whether as a result of new information, future developments or otherwise, 

except as required by law. Nothing in this press release constitutes an offer to sell or 

solicitation of an offer to buy any securities of the Company or any investment fund 

managed by the Company or its affiliates. 


